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This Equipment under takes testing to establish burst strength characteristics particularly for 
papers/ boxs and others similar medias and the results and te results are shown in Kg/ Cm2

Bursting Strength Tester (Standard Model)

?Open & economical modal 
?Change over from one gauge to the other by use of two needle valves fitted with the gauges.
?Maximum pointer for peak value recording.
?Accurate, realible and one of the oldest. 

To the bursting strength of the paper by applying hydrostatics pressure to produce repture of the 
material.

Suitable for testing as per following standards

IS 1060 (Part 1) - 1966
1397 - 1967 (Kraft Paper)
1966 - 1975 (Fabrics)
13228 - 1991 (Corrugated Box)
2771 (Part 2) - 1975 (Solid Fibreboard Box)
2771 (Part 1) - 1977 (Corrugated Box)

FCBM 3:90 Corrugated Fibreboard.

ASTM D 774-92a - Paper

FEFCO Method No. 4 (1966)

TAPPI T807 - om - 87 - Paper board and linerboard
T810 - om - 92 - Corrugated & Solid Fibreboard
T403 - om - 91 - Paper 

Pressure Range : 7 Kg/ cm2*0.2 Kg/cm2
: 20 Kg/cm2 Least count : .1 k=Kg/cm2 or .01 Kg/cm2
: 35 Kgf/cm2 * 1Kg/cm2

Units of This : Kg/cm2
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?Bursting Strength is reliable index of the strength and performance of materials like paper, 
paper boards, corrugated boards and boxes, solid fibre boards, filter cloth, industrial fabrics, 
leather, rexine, etc,

?FEC Bursting strength tester is ideal for testing a wide range of materials to determine their 
quality, strength and performance.

?FEC Bursting strength tester is easy to operate. It is scientifically calibrated for reliability. It is 
widely used by industries and institutions and stands out as proven and reliable equipment.

Imported Features

?A precise and reliable machine. 
?Sturdy in construction.
?Correctly matched motor gives constant pumping rate for better performance, eliminating 

manual error.
?Equipment is ruggedly designed to give a long & trouble free.
?All replaceable parts readily available.
?It I completely micro processor based with original chip
?Auto tare facility
?Peak hold facility for keeping the maximum value in memory
?Bright LED Display

General Features

?Paper Tested : Fitted with in rubber diaphragm to test materials of lower test values like 
paper etc.

?Paper Tester fitted with moulded rubber diaphragm to test materials with higher test values 
like paperboard, corrugated board, fabric, filter, cloth, etc. (Range: 0-35/70 Kg/Cm2). Also 
offered with double pressure gauges (Range: 0 to 7/35.70 Kg/cm2) but readings in the lower.

?Teo - in - one fitted with two different rubber diaphragms thin as well as moulded, for testing 
materials with lower as well as higher test values accurately.(Range 0-7/10 and 35/70 
Kg/cm2). 

Bursting Strength Tester is available in three versions. 

Bursting Strength Tester is also offered with double pressure gauges in board tester (range 0-7 
and 0-35 kg/cm2). However readings on lower range pressure gauge are only indicative and 
not accurate.
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Sales Office: 9A, Gurudwara Road, Hari  Vihar (Kakraula), Opp. Metro Poll No. 816, New 
Delhi 110043 (INDIA).

Correspondence Address : Plot No. 35, K-1 Extn, Bank Wali Gali Gurudwara Road, Mohan 
Garden, Uttam Nager, Delhi -110059.

Cell - 9811478874, 9811938703, 9212912990
E-mail    - info@fecproduct.com/ inquiry_fec@yahoo.com 
Website - www.fecproduct.com
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